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Stronger Together: Voices to Inspire, Advocate, and Educate
Founded on the idea that we are stronger together than on our own, JACSC aims to bring together practitioners in
preservation, education, and advocacy related to the Japanese American experience. The education conference is shaped
by our desire to serve as a national professional network of like minded individuals working with the confinement sites,
and as a resource hub for member individuals and organizations of all sizes and skill levels to learn from one another,
with the aim of advancing our field as a whole. We hope that interested members of the public will seek this as an
opportunity of intensive learning about the field of the preservation and advancement of the Japanese American wartime
sites, stories, and experiences, and that this conference serves as a forum for inspiring conversations and educational
opportunities with our national community of thought leaders and experts.
The Japanese American Confinement Sites Consortium (JACSC) is a national network of organizations working to
preserve sites and artifacts related to the Japanese American incarceration experience during World War II and dedicated
to interpreting this history for the benefit of public education. The Consortium mission is to preserve, protect, and interpret
historic sites, artifacts, and experiences, and to elevate the social justice lessons of the Japanese American WWII experience
to highlight ways that civil and human rights abuses put the rights of all Americans at risk.
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elcome to the second Japanese American Confinement Sites Consortium (JACSC) Education
Conference! Last October, our first conference brought together over 200 registrants from
around the country and the globe, and sparked conversations and new ideas through inspiring
presentations spanning the future of oral history using new technology; anti-racist efforts within our
communities; social justice centered education models; to museum education within newly defined
virtual spaces. While many of these issues remain strikingly relevant one year later, so much has
transpired since then, too.
We could not have predicted that this October we would still be living in a highly virtual world
due to long-term shifts created by COVID-19, and that we would again be forced to convene virtually,
though we do look forward to welcoming some of you safely in person to the JANM campus for our
Friday evening program. In the past year we have witnessed a startling persistence to the resurgence
of anti-asian sentiment, as well as a cultural war being waged against scholarship around the deeply
rooted structural and social racial inequalities woven into the fabric of our nation. It has also been a
year of significant shifts within our own membership and communities, with important progress in
the efforts to preserve individual sites as seen at Amache, and to secure the future of the JACS grant
program that our Consortium was born from.
All of these issues inform the program we have put together for you this year, and we look
forward to another worthwhile gathering around the theme of “Stronger Together: Voices to Inspire,
Advocate, and Educate.” It is precisely through coming together in meaningful, action-oriented
dialogue during difficult times that we can continue to lift each other up to advance our common
mission of preserving the history of Japanese American incarceration for the benefit of public
education. Thank you for gathering in community with us again this year, and to our presenters and
organizers for their dedication and insight. Finally, we extend our deepest gratitude to the Aratani
Foundation for their generous support to make this year’s program possible.
Thank you,

Chair								

Manager
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Conference Committee
Presenter
Julie Abo is a Sansei/Yonsei who has a B.A. in English and an M.A. in Teaching. She
has been an English Language Arts teacher and English Language Learners advocate
in Washington, California, Illinois, Nebraska and abroad in Geneva, Switzerland and
Aomori, Japan in various settings for over 25 years. Currently, she is the Director of
Washington Affairs for the Heart Mountain Wyoming Foundation based in Washington,
DC. Her mother’s family was incarcerated at Minidoka, ID and her father’s family was at
Tule Lake, CA.

Linda Sato Adams is a co-president of the Japanese American Citizens League, Washington
DC Chapter and an administrative consultant for the National Japanese American
Memorial Foundation. She retired as the supervisor of Fine Arts in the Montgomery
County Public Schools, MD, where she was responsible for the school district’s dance,
music, theatre, and visual art programs. Recently, she has worked for Towson University
as an adjunct professor overseeing visual art student teachers. Linda is a Sansei, and her
family members were incarcerated in Tule Lake, CA and Minidoka, ID.
Presenter
Jennifer Fang is the Director of Education at the Japanese American Museum of Oregon
and an adjunct professor at the University of Portland where she teaches Modern U.S.
History and Asian American History. She holds a Ph.D. in U.S. History and is a specialist
in race and immigration during the Cold War. Jennifer’s research and writing have been
published in academic journals and developed into museum exhibitions. She has spoken
nationally on Asian American history.
Presenter
A native of Northeast Ohio, Matt Lautzenheiser received a Bachelor’s Degree from Hiram
College and a Master’s degree from the University of Akron. Lautzenheiser served as the
Executive Director of the Dover Historical Society and the J.E. Reeves Home from 20052014. In 2014, Lautzenheiser became the Executive Director of the Historical Museum
at Fort Missoula. The Historical Museum at Fort Missoula is an American Alliance of
Museums Accredited Institution that welcomes 50,000 visitors every year. Since arriving
in Missoula, Matt has prioritized the story of the 1200 Italian nationals and 1000 Japanese
Issei that were interned at Fort Missoula during WWII.
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Presenter
Mia Russell is Manager of the Japanese American Confinement Sites Consortium.
In addition, she is Executive Assistant at the Japanese American National Museum.
Russell earned a B.A. in the humanities from Soka University of America and an M.A.
in Applied Historical Research from Boise State University. Russell previously served as
Executive Director of the Friends of Minidoka, the WWII incarceration site in southern
Idaho and is a co-author of Minidoka National Historic Site (Images of America). Mia is
passionate about the preservation of the WWII Japanese American confinement sites and
collaborative community organizing.
Presenter
Dakota Russell is Executive Director of the Heart Mountain Wyoming Foundation.
Previously, Russell spent fifteen years with Missouri State Parks and Historic Sites, where
his work in interpretation and cultural resource management took him everywhere from
Native American village sites to frontier homesteads to Civil War battlefields. Russell
believes that history benefits from a plurality of voices, and throughout his career has
worked to ensure that diverse viewpoints and the stories of marginalized groups are better
represented on the cultural landscape.

Noriko Sanefuji is a Museum Specialist at the Smithsonian’s National Museum of American
History (NMAH) in Washington, D.C. Her areas of focus are Japanese American and Asian
Pacific American history and culture. Over the past fifteen years, Sanefuji has worked
on the preservation of Asian Pacific American history and culture, organizing public
programs and the collection of artifacts. She is the co-curator of “Righting a Wrong: the
Japanese American Experience in World War II” (2017) and its traveling SITES exhibition
(2019). Sanefuji has worked as a curator, researcher, educator, program producer and
docent coordinator. She has been producing the NMAH’s Day of Remembrance program
for over ten years.
Presenter
Stanley N Shikuma is a community activist and taiko artist who writes and lectures on
Civil Rights, Japanese American History, and Taiko. He is a long-time member of the Tule
Lake Committee and has attended every Tule Lake Pilgrimage since 1979. As a community
activist, Stan also works with the Japanese American Citizens League (JACL), Tsuru for
Solidarity, Seattle Nisei Veterans Committee/NVC Foundation, From Hiroshima to Hope,
and Asian Pacific American Labor Alliance (APALA).
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Conference Committee
continued

John Tobe is the Chair of the National Japanese American Memorial Foundation (NJAMF).
His commitment to the NJAMF mission stems from his father’s family forcibly moved to
and incarcerated at Minidoka. John provides strategic advice to non-profits, corporations
and governmental agencies. Among his community affiliations, John is board member
(and past president) of the DC Chapter of the Japanese American Citizens League (JACL),
a former board member of the Washington Japanese Heritage Center (Keisho Center),
and co-chair of the Japanese American Network. John served over 27 years as the Senior
Strategist to the Embassy of Japan in Washington, D.C.
Presenter
Matthew Weisbly is the current Education and Communications Coordinator for the
Japanese American Citizens League National in Los Angeles. He is a graduate of the
University of Southern California with a degree in Japanese and Japanese American
history, and a double minor in East Asian Languages and Cultures, and cinematic arts.
A long-time JACL member, he also served as the Youth Representative for the Arizona
Chapter and as the inaugural Ted T. Namba fellow for the Pacific Southwest District, and
as the former Daniel K. Inouye Fellow for JACL National in Washington, D.C.

Joy Yamaguchi (they/she) is the Public Programs Coordinator at the Japanese American
National Museum. They hold a B.A. in Ethnic Studies from Brown University with a focus
on public humanities and representations of WWII Nikkei incarceration. They are involved
with several groups and organizations in the Little Tokyo, Los Angeles community and
are passionate about amplifying marginalized voices and transforming public access to
history and knowledge.
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S c h e d u l e at a G l a n c e
All times listed are in PDT. Registrants will receive a schedule with session links.
time

session

Friday, October 29th
5:30 – 7:00 pm

Through Stanley’s Eyes: Telling Stories of Heart Mountain

Saturday, October 30th
9:00 – 10:00 am

Opening Remarks

Session 1
10:15 – 11:45 am
(choose A or B)

A. Transformational Approaches to Teaching Japanese American History (K-12)
B. The Power of Data-Driven Historical Analysis

Session 2
12:30 – 2:00 pm
(choose A or B)

A. Advocacy in Action: Making an Impact through Legislation

B. What’s Next: Telling Japanese American Stories Through Digital Arts

Session 3
2:15 – 3:45 pm
(choose A or B)

A. Museum Openings and the Pandemic

B. Trials of Suspicion, Segregation, and Selective Service

4:00 – 4:45 pm

Closing Remarks and Reflections

Social Hour
5:30 – 6:30 pm
(choose A, B, or C)

A. Preservation Practitioners Working Group: Ethics & Values
B. Poster Session Participants Social Hour
C. Emerging Professionals Social Hour
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Program
Friday, October 29th
5:30–7:00 p.m. PDT

Through Stanley’s Eyes: Telling Stories of Heart Mountain

How do we tell personal narratives in ways that highlight our community’s broader history and impact?
Join us for a conversation on innovative ways to share the voices of Heart Mountain, as well as other WWII
incarceration sites, in order to inspire, advocate, and educate. Dakota Russell (Executive Director, Heart
Mountain Wyoming Foundation), Clement Hanami (Art Director, Japanese American National Museum),
and Judy Hayami will discuss preserving family stories. Then, writer Sharon Yamato, actor Kurt Kanazawa,
and Charlie Park (Emblematic Group) will talk about the process of developing the immersive virtual reality
experience of A Life in Pieces: The Diary and Letters of Stanley Hayami.

Saturday, October 30th
9:00–10:00 a.m. PDT

Opening Remarks

Ann Burroughs (Chair, Japanese American Confinement Sites Consortium; President and CEO, Japanese
American National Museum); Doug Nelson (Vice Chair, Heart Mountain Wyoming Foundation); and Michelle
Magalong, Ph.D. (Presidential Postdoctoral Fellow, School of Architecture, Planning & Preservation, University
of Maryland, College Park)
All conference attendees are encouraged to join for opening remarks from Ann Burroughs, and Doug Nelson
followed by a video preview of the current research, work, and initiatives by our Consortium members and
conference attendees! Michelle Magalong will also announce her current research and how you can get
involved.

Session One

10:15–11:45 a.m. PDT
A. Transformational Approaches in Teaching Japanese American History
Karen Korematsu (Founder, Director, Fred T. Korematsu Institute); Sohayla Pagano (Education Specialist,
Japanese American National Museum); Nina Nakao (Virtual Learning Coordinator, JANM); Tyson Emborg
(Master Teacher, Heart Mountain Wyoming Foundation)
Moderator: Julie Abo, (Washington Affairs Director, HMWF)
Learn about three exciting educational programs in this panel discussion. Tyson Emborg provides
educators with a unique opportunity to use “place” to understand the lens of history. Sohayla Pagano and
Nina Nakao tackle teaching with objects through a computer screen and forefronting lived experiences in
creating participatory virtual programs in their newly created Virtual Visits Program. Dr. Karen Korematsu
reveals a new curriculum, a collection of 9 lesson plans linked to clips from the documentary "And Then
They Came For Us." Written by K-12 educators from across the country, the standards-aligned activities
highlight the relevance of the Japanese American incarceration to such continuing issues as bias and hate,
immigrant detention, and misleading government narrative.
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B. The Power of Data-Driven Historical Analysis
Stacey Camp (Associate Professor of Anthropology, Michigan State University and Director, MSU Campus
Archaeology Program); Duncan Ryuken Williams (Director, USC Shinso Ito Center for Japanese Religions and
Culture); Saara Kekki (postdoctoral researcher, University of Helsinki, Finland)
Moderator: Koji Lau-Ozawa (Doctoral Candidate in the Department of Anthropology, Stanford University)
Almost 80 years post-war, researchers continue to break new ground and employ unique methods to unravel
the vast records and material culture left behind by 120,000 individuals to better understand everything
from the smallest details of daily life to the broader patterns of the incarceration. Three presenters will share
what government data and primary sources can tell us about living conditions and complex social networks
of various camps, and discuss how they grapple with so much data in order to memorialize and honor each
individual story.

Session Two

12:30–2:00 p.m. PDT
A. Advocacy in Action: Making an Impact through Legislation
Josina Morita (Commissioner, Metropolitan Water Reclamation District of Greater Chicago); Tracy Coppola
(Senior Colorado Program Manager, National Parks Conservation Association); Dan Sakura (President,
Sakura Conservation Strategies); Derek Okubo (Executive Director, Agency for Human Rights and Community
Partnerships, City and County of Denver); David Inoue (Executive Director, Japanese American Citizens League);
Floyd Mori (Former Executive Director, Japanese American Citizens League)
Moderator: Mia Russell (Manager, JACSC)
Japanese American organizations and individuals continue to implement important preservation and
education centered initiatives through political advocacy and legislation. Panelists will discuss recent
and ongoing initiatives including the designation of Amache as a National Historic Site; the support of
preservation, interpretation, and the development of educational tools through the Japanese American
Confinement Sites Grant program; and the recent Illinois state mandate to include Asian American history
in public school curriculums.

B. What's Next: Telling Japanese American Stories Through Digital Arts
Jon Amakawa (Associate Professor, Fitchburg State University); Michelle Chen (Senior Producer, The WNET
Group ); Angie Payne (Senior Research Assistant, Center for Advance Spatial Technologies, University of Arkansas)
Moderator: Dakota Russell (Executive Director, Heart Mountain Wyoming Foundation)
This panel will feature three new projects that employ the use of new technologies to tell the story of Japanese
American incarceration. Jon Amakawa will highlight his augmented reality tour of Heart Mountain,
Michelle Chen of WNET will discuss their educational game Mission US: Prisoner in My Homeland, and
Angie Payne will showcase the University of Arkansas's multi-faceted project Rising Above: Reconstructing
Rowher. The discussion will be moderated by Heart Mountain Wyoming Foundation executive director
Dakota Russell.
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Session Three

3:00–4:30 p.m. PDT
A. Museum Openings and the Pandemic
Lynn Fuchigami Parks (Executive Director, Japanese American Museum of Oregon); Kurt Ikeda (Supervisory
National Park Service Ranger, Minidoka National Historic Site); Christine Sato-Yamazaki (Executive Director,
National Veterans Network)
Moderator: Jennifer Fang (Director of Education, Japanese American Museum of Oregon)
The Japanese American Museum of Oregon, the Visitor Center at Minidoka National Historic Site, and the
National Museum of the United States Army, featuring the Nisei Soldiers Experience all opened shortly before
or during the pandemic. In this panel, Lynn Fuchigami Parks, Kurt Ikeda, and Christine Sato-Yamazaki
will share details about these new spaces and discuss some of the unique challenges and opportunities that
emerged as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic.

B. Trials of Suspicion, Segregation, and Selective Service
Matt Lautzenheiser (Executive Director, Historical Museum at Fort Missoula); Stan Shikuma (Organizing
Committee, Tule Lake Pilgrimage); Frank Abe (Co-author, “WE HEREBY REFUSE: Japanese American
Resistance to Wartime Incarceration”)
Learn about the sites where the government convened three judicial or quasi-judicial processes for
incarcerees. At Fort Missoula, Alien Enemy Hearing Boards determined whether 1,000 Issei arrested on
flimsy allegations of disloyalty should be released back to their families in a WRA camp or transferred to
an Army internment camp. The WRA made Tule Lake its Segregation Center for over 12,000 who, despite
individual hearings and government pressure, refused to comply with a “loyalty” questionnaire. At Heart
Mountain and Minidoka, a combined 100 Nisei were prosecuted in federal court for refusing to be drafted
from camp on principle.

4:00–4:45 p.m. PDT

Closing Remarks and Reflections

All conference attendees are invited to gather together for reflective small group discussions about the
weekend’s key takeaways.
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Evening Social Sessions
5:30–6:30 p.m. PDT

A. Preservation Practitioners Working Group: Ethics & Values
Organizations that collect and preserve Japanese American history must not only follow the best
professional practices; they must also engage the community in their decision-making in a meaningful
way. This session will kick off a new JACSC initiative to develop guidance for our member institutions.
Learn more about our goals and provide the valuable input we need to tackle this challenge.

B. Poster Session Participants Social Hour
Visit the JACSC YouTube channel and watch this year’s video poster session contributors and learn about
some of the exciting projects happening right now. Then meet the presenters for an informal social hour to
ask questions and learn more about their work.

C. Emerging Professionals Social Hour
Come join the JACL’s National Youth/Student Council and other young professionals working in the
Japanese American community to learn more about what each of our organizations do. Whether you want
to volunteer, become a member, or just decompress after a full day of webinars, come learn more about
JACSC and its member orgs and meet some new folks!
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Presen ter s
Frank Abe is lead author of the new graphic novel, WE HEREBY REFUSE: Japanese
American Resistance to Wartime Incarceration (Chin Music Press, 2021). He won
an American Book Award for JOHN OKADA: The Life & Rediscovered Work of the
Author of No-No Boy (University of Washington Press, 2018), and wrote and directed
the PBS film on the largest organized resistance to incarceration, Conscience and the
Constitution. He is currently co-editing a new anthology for Penguin Classics on The
Literature of Japanese American Incarceration. He blogs at Resisters.com.

Jon is an Associate Professor in Communications Media and the Game Design program at
Fitchburg State University in Massachusetts.He specializes in the creation of augmented
reality mobile apps for historical landmarks through his design consultancy, Studio
Amakawa. Recently, he completed the Heart Mountain Augmented Reality mobile app
that interprets the World War II Japanese American incarceration site at Heart Mountain,
Wyoming. Jon has extensive experience in presenting historical landmarks relating
to the Underground Railroad, Slavery, and Freedom seekers in American history and
has worked closely with the United States National Park Service’s Network to Freedom
Program. His apps were some of the first to use AR technology to interpret US National
Park Service sites. Jon’s work has become particularly applicable for cultural heritage sites
where little visibly remains for the public to see which presents interpretation challenges.

Ann Burroughs is President and CEO of the Japanese American National Museum. She
is an internationally recognized leader in the field of human rights and social justice. She
is Chair of Amnesty International’s Global Assembly and was formerly the Chair of the
Board of Directors of Amnesty International USA. Her life-long commitment to racial
and social justice was shaped by her experience as a young activist in her native South
Africa where she was jailed as a political prisoner for her opposition to apartheid. For
over 25 years, she has worked with leaders, organizations, and networks in the US and
abroad to promote diversity, racial justice and a rights-based culture. She has previously
served as Executive Director of the Taproot Foundation and as the Executive Director
of LA Works, and has worked as a consultant to the Omidyar Network, the Rockefeller
Foundation and the government of South Africa.
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Stacey Camp, Ph.D is an archaeologist who has studied Idaho’s Kooskia Internment
Camp, a WWII incarceration facility for Issei men. She is currently working on a digital
project that involves translating Kooskia’s documentary and archaeological history to the
public along with her colleague, Dr. Ethan Watrall.

Michelle Chen is Senior Producer, Kids’ Media and Education, at The WNET Group,
where she has been creating content for public television and digital platforms since
2004. She received Emmy awards for her work on the PBS KIDS series Cyberchase
and the multiplatform project, Get the Math. She serves as senior producer on the
groundbreaking educational gaming series Mission US, which received the Japan Prize
and the Games for Change Award for Most Significant Impact. Other projects include the
Youth Collective Gen Z engagement initiative, the PBS KIDS series Oh Noah!, and other
initiatives for kids, parents, and educators.

Tracy Coppola is based in Denver and is the Senior Colorado Program Manager for
the National Parks Conservation Association (NPCA), where she advocates for the
people and parks in Colorado, with Amache as a top priority. Prior to NPCA, Tracy was
at Earthjustice where she served as Senior Legislative Counsel on public lands policy
and worked on campaigns to defend bedrock environmental laws and protect national
forests, parks, and monuments primarily in the Southwest and Northern Rockies. She
earned JD and Masters in Environmental Law and Policy from Vermont Law School and
an undergraduate degree from Yale University.

Tyson Emborg is a National Board Certified veteran Social Studies teacher currently
teaching at Mountain Vista High School in Highlands Ranch, Colorado. He is currently
a James Madison Fellow and the master teacher for the National Endowment for the
Humanities educator workshop at the Japanese American incarceration site at Heart
Mountain, Wyoming.

Kurt Ikeda (he/him) serves as the Supervisory National Park Service Ranger for Minidoka
National Historic Site in Jerome, Idaho. As a second generation Japanese American, his
work is inspired by his grandfather’s experience at Crystal City.
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David Inoue was appointed Executive Director of the Japanese American Citizens
League in July 2017. He previously served as the administrative director for a medical
shelter for homeless men in Washington, DC, worked in health care policy with the
National Association of Public Hospitals and Health Systems, and with the federal
government at the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services. He completed a dual
bachelor of arts degree in chemistry and Asian studies at Cornell University, and
obtained master's degrees in public health and health administration from The Ohio State
University. A DC resident since 2001, Mr. Inoue is raising two children with his wife,
Kaori Kawakubo Inoue.

Saara Kekki, Ph.D is a postdoctoral researcher in North American Studies at the University
of Helsinki, Finland. Her research interests lie broadly in North American immigration,
ethnicities, and historical networks. Her book Japanese American Incarceration at Heart
Mountain: Networks and Power will be published by the University of Oklahoma Press
(2022). She has also published on the history of Finnish migration to the United States as
well as on North American Indigenous cultures.

Dr. Karen Korematsu is the Founder and Executive Director of the Fred T. Korematsu
Institute and the daughter of the late civil rights icon, Fred Korematsu. Since her father’s
passing in 2005, Karen has carried on his legacy as a public speaker, educator and civil
rights advocate. She shares her father’s passion for social justice and education and in
2009 established the Fred T. Korematsu Institute to advance racial equity, social justice
and human rights for all. The Institute’s work has expanded from K-12 civic education
to promoting Public civic engagement and participation. Karen crisscrosses the country
speaking to audiences from Kindergarten to Judges and inspiring and promoting Fred
Korematsu Day of Civil Liberties and the Constitution of January 30.

Koji is an historical archaeologist whose research examines the intersecting realms of
landscapes, diaspora, material culture, and memory. His dissertation focuses on the
archaeology of the Japanese diaspora, examining the material connections and landscapes
of Japanese American communities. In particular he has worked in collaboration
with the Gila River Indian Community to investigate the site of the WWII Gila River
Incarceration Camp. This long-term project combines archaeological, oral historical and
archival research in a transnational framework to study the camp landscape and flows
of material culture. A second site of investigation looks at the material culture of Santa
Barbara’s Nihonmachi.
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Michelle Magalong, Ph.D is a Presidential Postdoctoral Fellow in Historic Preservation
at the School of Architecture, Planning & Preservation at the University of Maryland.
She earned her MA and PhD in Urban Planning at University of California, Los Angeles
and BA in Ethnic Studies and Urban Studies & Planning at University of California, San
Diego. Her research explores issues of social justice and equity, community engagement,
and historic preservation in historically underrepresented communities. Her research
is drawn from her practitioner work as President of Asian and Pacific Islander
Americans in Historic Preservation (APIAHiP), and in serving in advisory roles for
governmental agencies and nonprofit groups including the National Park Service,
California Office of Historic Preservation, City of Los Angeles, and the National Trust
for Historic Preservation.

S. Floyd Mori was born and raised in Utah. He was elected Mayor of Pleasanton, CA
and later to the California State Assembly in 1975 and served for six years. He was
Director of the Office of International Trade for California. Mori has held various local
and national positions for the Japanese American Citizens League (JACL), including
National President. He joined the JACL staff in 2005 as the Director of Public Policy
then as the Executive Director/CEO of JACL National. He then became the President/
CEO of the Asian Pacific American Institute for Congressional Studies in Washington,
D.C., retiring in 2018. He has served with many political, civil rights, community, and
advocacy groups.

Josina Wing Morita is a Commissioner of the Metropolitan Water Reclamation District
of Greater Chicago. She is the first Asian American elected to a countywide board in
Cook County, Illinois. As an urban planner and policy advocate, Josina brings expertise
in equity policy, land use, stormwater and regional planning. Morita is the founding
chair of the Asian American Caucus and sits on the National Blue Ribbon Commission
for On-Site Non-Potable Water Systems and the bi-national Great Lakes Commission.
She holds a B.A. in Sociology and International Race Relations from Pitzer College and a
Masters in Urban Planning and Public Policy from the University of Illinois at Chicago.

Nina Nakao is the Virtual Learning Coordinator at JANM, as well as a biracial yonsei.
In her role developing and sustaining the virtual visits program, she is committed to
making JANM’s educational experiences and curriculum accessible nationwide. She
holds a bachelor’s degree in Political Science from Vassar College.
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Doug Nelson is the Vice Chair of the Heart Mountain Wyoming Foundation. He made
his first trip to Wyoming in 1968 as a graduate student at the University of Wyoming
when he first learned about the concentration camp at Heart Mountain, the topic
of his master’s thesis. The thesis became a book—Heart Mountain: The History of an
American Concentration Camp—and was nominated for the Pulitzer Prize. Doug is the
retired president and CEO of the Annie E. Casey Foundation. He serves as chair of the
CDC Foundation in Atlanta, Georgia; and is a member of the Board of Directors of the
Carter Center. He is former chair of Living Cities: The National Community
Development Initiative and former vice chair of the Board of Trustees of the Foundation
Center in New York City. Doug is also one of the creative forces behind the new
HMWF Mineta-Simpson Institute.

In July 2011, Derek was appointed Executive Director of the Agency for Human Rights
and Community Partnerships (HRCP) by Mayor Michael B. Hancock. This is the same
position once held by Japanese American civil rights icon, Minoru Yasui. In his role as
Executive Director, Derek oversees eight city offices and 10 mayoral appointed advisory
commissions. Derek is the descendent of three generations of Amache survivors. His great
grandfather, grandfather and grandmother, aunts, uncles, and father were imprisoned at
Amache from 1942-1945.

Sohayla Pagano is the Education Specialist at JANM. Her work includes developing
educational experiences and resources for students and educators and overseeing training
and coaching of JANM’s volunteer docents and facilitators. Sohayla holds a master’s
degree in Art Education with a Museum Education and Administration specialization
from The Ohio State University.

Lynn Fuchigami Parks is the Executive Director of the Japanese American Museum of
Oregon. She spearheaded their capital campaign and directed the efforts to relocate and
build their new museum that recently opened in May of 2021. A third generation Japanese
American born and raised in Oregon, her family was incarcerated at Amache during
WWII. This legacy has shaped who she is and inspires the work she does. She serves on
the Advisory Board of the National Veterans Network and the Board of Directors of the
Portland JACL, Japanese Ancestral Society of Portland, and Friends of Minidoka.
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Angie is a researcher at the Center for Advanced Spatial Technologies at the University
of Arkansas. She specializes in digital heritage applications which includes 3D modeling
of historic sites, 3D documentation of artifacts and landscapes, and mapping applications
related to history and archaeology. She works on a variety of projects across the country
and enjoys using technology to bring history to new audiences.

For over twenty years, Dan Sakura (he/him) has worked with the Japanese American
community, non-profit partners and the National Park Service to create, expand and
protect World War II Japanese American confinement sites. A descendant of Minidoka
survivors, Dan led the effort to preserve Minidoka, expand it via bipartisan legislation
and protect it from a power line. He worked with camp partners to preserve Tule Lake,
Honouliuli, and lands at Topaz. Through his consulting firm, Sakura Conservation
Strategies, Dan is working to add Amache to the National Park System and defend
Minidoka NHS from the Lava Ridge Wind Project.

Christine Sato-Yamazaki is the executive director of the National Veterans Network,
whose mission is to educate current and future generations about the extraordinary
legacy of American WWII soldiers of Japanese ancestry in order to promote equality and
justice. She has devoted the last 23 years to create awareness of the Japanese American
WWII soldiers at the national level. She led NVN on a two-year national initiative to
award the Congressional Gold Medal to the 100th Infantry Battalion, 442nd RCT and
Military Intelligence Service and works with the Smithsonian on educational exhibits and
curriculum. Recently, the Nisei Soldier experience exhibit was unveiled at the National
Museum of the U.S. Army.

Duncan Ryuken Williams, Ph.D is the Chair of the University of Southern California's
School of Religion, Professor of American Studies & Ethnicity, and Director of the USC
Shinso Ito Center for Japanese Religions and Culture. Previously, he earned his Ph.D. at
Harvard University and held the Ito Distinguished Chair of Japanese Buddhism at UC
Berkeley. Williams is the author of the LA Times bestseller American Sutra: A Story of
Faith and Freedom in the Second World War (Harvard UP) about Buddhism and the
WWII Japanese American incarceration, The Other Side of Zen (Princeton UP), and
editor of 7 books centered on race, religion, and American belonging.
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Pa r t n e r O r g a n i z at i o n s
Thank you to the following organizations for their contributions
to the 2021 JACSC Educational Conference!
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